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CDA

KOFF Websites on

Conflict Sensitivity

Two New KOFF Members:
EIRENE Switzerland and Caux-Initiatives of Change
The KOFF „Steering Committee“ accepted two new member organizations at its
meeting in September: the EIRENE Switzerland association and the Foundation
Caux-Initiatives of Change, a non-profit organization. The membership of the
Center for Peacebuilding has thus risen to 46 non-governmental organizations.
The two new members are presented in the „News from Swiss NGOs“ section
of the Newsletter. 10.09.2008

The Role of Business in Peace: Experiences and Challenges
In mid-September the swisspeace Business and Peace programme organized a
brown-bag lunch on „The Role of Business in Peace: Experiences and Challen-
ges“, with Steve Killelea. A prominent Australian businessman and founder of
the Charitable Foundation, the Global Peace Index, and the Institute for Econo-
mics and Peace, Mr. Killelea discussed how his travels to poorer and conflict
ridden countries motivated him to get involved in philanthropic activities related
to peace.

Mr. Killelea explained how the Global Peace Index uses twenty-four indicators to
better understand and provide a more clear definition of peace in 140 countries.
It goes beyond conventional ideas that identify it as an ‚absence of war or con-
flict’, or ‚negative peace’, by elaborating on its counterpart, ‚positive peace’. The
Index therefore „seeks to determine what cultural attributes and institutions are
associated with states of peace“. Further, Mr. Killelea argued that while peace
is in the self-interest of companies, many do not realize that they are in a strong
position to lobby their governments into creating a peaceful, conducive business
environment. Thus, continued research on what peace is, how to achieve and
sustain it, is essential to understanding how the activities of businesses, NGOs,
governments and other actors can promote peaceful societies. 12.09.2008

Do No Harm Uganda Case Study
KOFF ‘s program officer for sensitivity Roland Dittli participated in a Lessons
Learned Mission in Uganda at the beginning of September with CDA Collabora-
tive Learning Projects and a consultant of Caritas Switzerland. The purpose of
the visit was to collect and document experiences in the implementation of a
„Do No Harm“ approach, taking as an example the work of a Caritas Switzer-
land partner organization, the Kamwokya Christian Caring Community (KCCC) in
Kampala, Uganda. The mission was organized as part of the DNH international
learning process. The findings of this and 18 other case studies may eventually

http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peacebuilding-activities/koff/about/koff-members/index.html
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peacebuilding-activities/koff/about/koff-members/index.html
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peacebuilding-activities/koff/about/koff-members/index.html
http://www.eirenesuisse.ch
http://www.caux.ch/de/home
http://www.caux.ch/de/home
mailto:Rina.alluri@swisspeace.ch
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peace-conflict-research/business-peace/index.html
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peace-conflict-research/business-peace/index.html
http://www.visionofhumanity.org
http://www.cdainc.com/cdawww/project_profile.php?pid=DNH&pname=Do%20No%20Harm
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peacebuilding-activities/koff/topics/tools-and-conflict-sensitive-approaches-to-development/index.html
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peacebuilding-activities/koff/topics/tools-and-conflict-sensitive-approaches-to-development/index.html
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peacebuilding-activities/koff/topics/tools-and-conflict-sensitive-approaches-to-development/index.html
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KOFF: Peacebuilding

and international

Cooperation

CDA

serve for a review of the DNH instrument, making it possible to update training
efforts in this field. Some of the case studies will soon be available on the CDA
homepage.

KOFF is providing active support for this learning process, including through par-
ticipation in an international meeting of experts on the subject, and discussion of
the experiences of the KOFF Community of Practice on conflict sensitivity. This
group brings together those responsible for peacebuilding in the main Swiss
development cooperation organizations and the relevant Swiss authorities, for
regular exchanges as part of a mutual learning process. 22.09.2008

First Meeting of Mediation Support Network
The Mediation Support Network met for the first time in Bern from 18 to 19
September 2008 to exchange information on current and future mediation sup-
port activities and to share ideas on how to work together so as to improve the
quality of mediation efforts in peace processes. The following organizations par-
ticipated in the event, which was hosted by swisspeace: Centre for Humanitari-
an Dialogue, Conciliation Resources, Folke Bernadotte Academy, Mediation Sup-
port Project (swisspeace and the Center for Security Studies CSS /ETH), United
Nations (Mediation Support Unit) and United States Institute of Peace (Center for
Mediation and Conflict Resolution).

The Mediation Support Network identified the following needs: a community of
practice for mediation support practitioners; enhancing cooperation in training
on mediation and support activities; strengthening collaboration on the develop-
ment of guidelines and tools to support mediation efforts; and expansion of the
network to include relevant organizations from all regions of the world. The
network is open to organizations with a mandate to support mediators in peace
processes. The Mediation Support Network will meet again in spring 2009.

20.09.2008

KOFF Training on Reflecting on Peace Practice (RPP)
At the end of September, KOFF organized a two-day-training on Reflecting on
Peace Practice (RPP) together with the CDA Collaborative Learning Projects in
Boston/MA. To this end, the international trainers and consultants Diana Chigas
and Peter Woodrow from CDA joined hands with KOFF’s Cordula Reimann. Parti-
cipants were Swiss and international NGOs and governmental institutions.

The training discussed how peacebuilding activities could be strategically plan-
ned and implemented to contribute to sustainable and effective processes and
structures of social change. The chosen illustrative case study of the two days
was the conflict in Burundi and local peacebuilding initiatives. The participants
learned how to apply different tools of the RPP, like a systemic conflict analysis,

mailto:matthias.siegfried@swisspeace.ch
http://www.swisspeace.ch/mediation
http://www.css.ethz.ch
mailto:roland.dittli@swisspeace.ch
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peacebuilding-activities/koff/topics/peacebuilding-and-international-cooperation/index.html
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peacebuilding-activities/koff/topics/peacebuilding-and-international-cooperation/index.html
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peacebuilding-activities/koff/topics/peacebuilding-and-international-cooperation/index.html
http://www.cdainc.com/
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Further information:

swisspeace David Lanz

KOFF Roundtable on Charges
against Sudanese President al-Bashir
On September 24, KOFF convened a roundtable to discuss the charges that the
Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court (ICC), Luis Moreno-Ocampo, has
presented against Sudanese President Omar al-Bashir. The roundtable was orga-
nized jointly by the Dealing with the Past and Sudan programmes at KOFF. It
discussed the legal aspects of the indictment, on the one hand, and the implica-
tions on Sudan and in particular on Swiss actors working in Sudan, on the other.

The Darfur case was referred to the ICC by the UN Security Council in March
2005, following a recommendation by the Commission of Inquiry. If the Pre-Trial
Chamber approves the Prosecutor’s request and issues an arrest warrant against
al-Bashir, it would be the first time that an acting head of state is indicted by the
ICC. There are currently discussions about the Security Council’s use of article 16
of the Rome Statute to suspend the Darfur case for one year. This mechanism,
however, constitutes an interference of a political body in the work of a judicial
institution and it was argued that it should only be considered if it is indispensab-
le to achieving a sustainable peace settlement in Darfur.

Fears that the ICC’s charges would lead to the expulsion of humanitarian wor-
kers and peacekeepers from Darfur and jeopardize the peace process have not
been confirmed so far according to the Roundtable participants. It was argued
that the impact of the ICC’s actions could only be assessed if the Pre-Trial Cham-
ber actually issues the arrest warrant against al-Bashir. An indictment would
definitely have an influence on the configuration of power within the Sudanese
regime in Khartoum, on the work of international actors in Darfur and South
Sudan, and on the local population. 24.09.2008

Since the Chatham House

Rule     was applied during

the session, there are no

references to specific

organizations and

speakers in this article.

theories of change and criteria of effectiveness. Challenging questions were for
example how to work with „the hard to reach“, like non-state armed groups,
ex-combattants and how to define civil society. Common features were the
tendency to work with „the easy to reach“, like youth or women’s groups, and
with implicit and taken-for-granted theories of social change, that is how to bring
about social change. 25.09.2008

mailto:cordula.reimann@swisspeace.ch
http://www.cdainc.com/cdawww/project_profile.php?pid=RPP&pname=Reflecting%20on%20Peace%20Practice
http://www.cdainc.com/cdawww/project_profile.php?pid=RPP&pname=Reflecting%20on%20Peace%20Practice
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peacebuilding-activities/koff/countries/sudan/index.html
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peacebuilding-activities/koff/countries/sudan/index.html
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peacebuilding-activities/koff/topics/dealing-with-the-past/index.html
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/en/peacebuilding-activities/koff/topics/dealing-with-the-past/index.html
mailto:david.lanz@swisspeace.ch
http://www.gcsp.ch/e/about/CHRule.htm
http://www.gcsp.ch/e/about/CHRule.htm
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Why Abyei Matters

(D. Johnson)

Counting ‚New Sudan’

(M. Santschi)

Bibliographie: Der

People-to-people

Friedensprozess im

Süd-Sudan

Sudan Tribune

Humanitarian

Overview

Fighting breaks out

on north-south Sudan

border (AlertNet)

New fighting erupts

on Sudan north-south

border (Reuters)

North-south Sudan

border tension

unresolved (Reuters)

Focus
Local Peace Initiatives in Southern Sudan
Local peace initiatives play a central role in efforts to make peacebuil-
ding a concern of the members of the civilian population, who have the
potential to prevent or defuse conflicts at both local and national le-
vels. The peace initiative between Dinka Malual and Misseriya discus-
sed here was launched in the Spring of 2008 in reaction to armed vio-
lence at the North-South border. The initiative was an attempt to resolve
local conflicts over resources and bring about reconciliation between
these two ethnic groups, Dinka Malual and Misseriya. The highly sensi-
tive issue of border demarcation between Northern and Southern Su-
dan gives the initiative national importance.

The Misseriya, pastoralists from South Kordofan (Northern Sudan), traditionally
drive their large herds of cattle in the dry season to northern Bahr el-Ghazal in
Southern Sudan, in the territory of other pastoralists, the Dinka Malual. Conflicts
over access to water and grazing land are a common occurrence between the
two groups. In the war between North and South these conflicts were exploited
for political purposes. Whereas the Misseriya militia fought on the side of the
Government of the Sudan, many of the Dinka Malual supported the Sudan People’s
Liberation Army (SPLA). The bloody 20-year-old civil war in Southern Sudan was
officially brought to an end in 2005 with the signing of the so-called Comprehen-
sive Peace Agreement (CPA) between the Sudan People’s Liberation Army/Mo-
vement (SPLA/M) and the National Congress Party (NCP). However in December
2007 and again in the Spring of 2008 fresh fighting broke out between the SPLA
and the Misseriya at northern Bahr el-Ghazal on the disputed border between
North and South, with a destabilizing effect on the border region…

Effects of the fighting

Around 900 families were displaced by the violence at the beginning of 2008
according to UN reports. The road linking North and South remained closed for
several weeks. The closure of this main trade route, on which northern Bahr el-
Ghazal relies for the supply of goods from the North, including millet, caused
prices to rise. Many of the Dinka Malual were badly affected by this sharp incre-
ase in prices, since due to a poor harvest they were dependent on the purchase
of millet.

Dinka Malual interviewed by the author were convinced that Misseriya militia
and the SPLA attacked in order to shift the North-South border further south and
take possession of oil reserves and grazing land. They saw the conflict as an
attempt by the National Congress Party to undermine the peace agreement,
prevent the return of displaced persons from the North and destabilize Southern
Sudan.

Emergence of a local peace initiative

In January 2008 representatives of the „Government of National Unity“, federal
States on the border between North and South Sudan, the Sudan Armed Forces
(SAF) and the SPLA together with the traditional authorities attended a meeting

http://afraf.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/reprint/107/426/1?maxtoshow=&HITS=10&hits=10&RESULTFORMAT=&fulltext=abyei+johnson&searchid=1&FIRSTINDEX=0&resourcetype=HWCIt
http://afraf.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/reprint/107/426/1?maxtoshow=&HITS=10&hits=10&RESULTFORMAT=&fulltext=abyei+johnson&searchid=1&FIRSTINDEX=0&resourcetype=HWCIt
http://afraf.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/107/429/631
http://afraf.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/107/429/631
www.konfliktbearbeitung.net/downloads/file989.pdf
www.konfliktbearbeitung.net/downloads/file989.pdf
www.konfliktbearbeitung.net/downloads/file989.pdf
http://www.sudantribune.com/spip.php?article25317
http://www.cmi.no/sudan/doc/?id=979
http://www.cmi.no/sudan/doc/?id=979
http://www.alertnet.org/thenews/newsdesk/L24630417.htm
http://www.alertnet.org/thenews/newsdesk/L24630417.htm
http://www.alertnet.org/thenews/newsdesk/L24630417.htm
http://uk.reuters.com/article/oilRpt/idUKB8865620080104
http://uk.reuters.com/article/oilRpt/idUKB8865620080104
http://uk.reuters.com/article/oilRpt/idUKB8865620080104
http://www.reuters.com/article/worldNews/idUSL2012578720080120
http://www.reuters.com/article/worldNews/idUSL2012578720080120
http://www.reuters.com/article/worldNews/idUSL2012578720080120
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in the oil-rich disputed border region of Heglig and agreed to participate in peace
conferences to seek an end to the conflicts.

Dinka Malual and Misseriya set up a committee for the purpose of finding a
peaceful solution. This dialogue made it possible to reopen the road linking
North and South in April 2008. The rapprochement between the two communities
and the ultimate goal of finding a peaceful solution to the border conflict was
underlined in symbolic fashion with the visit of several Misseriya delegations to
northern Bahr el-Ghazal.
The Dinka Malual-Misseriya peace initiative has scheduled a conference for
October, with delegates from both sides, in an effort to strengthen the peace
process. The objectives are reconciliation, stability, reconstruction and the
sustainable development of the region. Specifically, the conference will focus
on the following: the return of abducted women and children, compensation for
those killed or made to „disappear“ as well as for destroyed property, agreement
on access to water and grazing land in the dry season, and finally disarming of
all ethnic groups in accordance with the peace agreement. The most controversial
issues at the national level, such as the demarcation of the North-South border,
the presence of both State and rebel troops, and the disputed Abyei region,
have all been intentionally left out of the agenda. The disputed demarcation
between Northern and Southern Sudan remains a source of conflict. Ownership
of the oil-rich Abyei region along the North-South border was dealt with separately,
in the framework of the Comprehensive Peace Agreement, in the Abyei Protocol
whose provisions stipulate that the Abyei border is to be decided by a border
commission. However the „Government of National Unity“ dominated by the
National Congress Party rejected the commission’s decision and thus blocked
the demarcation of the border. The danger is that implementation of the peace
agreement will not proceed because of the Abyei issue, and that demarcation of
the North-South boundary could trigger further armed conflicts between the two
halves of the country.
Potential of a local peace initiative
As already mentioned, the purpose of the Dinka Malual and Misseriya peace
initiative is to solve the local conflict over access to water and grazing land,
while bringing about a reconciliation of these two peoples, who fought each
other during the civil war. This peace initiative is also of national importance.
There are other areas along the North-South border, such as Unity State and the
disputed Abyei region, scene of the Misseryia and Dinka dispute over natural
resources. In the earlier war between Northern and Southern Sudan the
Government of the Sudan managed to exploit – as at present in Darfur – local
conflicts over water and pastureland, and to mobilize the local militia. The fears
of Misseriya pastoralists that they would     no longer have access to the pastures
of Southern Sudan if the referendum scheduled for 2011 were to lead to
independence for the region, could be exploited by sections of the NCP to mobilize
Misseriya militia and again destabilize the border region.
There are a number of risks attached to the peace initiative due to its importance
in the national context. Some key issues here are: who is involved in the initiative,
what interests do the various actors represent, and in what way can the Misseriya
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Caux-Initiatives of

Change

News from Swiss NGOs

militia and sections of the NCP who want to prevent the independence of Southern
Sudan influence the initiative? Despite the risks, local peace initiatives along the
North-South border create opportunities for preventing local conflicts over access
to natural resources from being politically exploited in the national conflict over
border demarcation between Northern and Southern Sudan and control of the oil
reserves. In this way they can help to avert the danger of local disputes erupting
into armed conflicts in the North-South border region. 23.09.2008

Introducing „EIRENE Switzerland“
EIRENE Switzerland is a non-profit organization founded by churches of various
denominations. Eirene was the goddess of peace in ancient Greece. The Swiss
branch was founded in 1963 to promote ecumenical peace and development
cooperation, notably in collaboration with local organizations in the South, to
which volunteers are dispatched.

EIRENE Switzerland is a branch of EIRENE International, which was founded in
1957 at the time of the war in Algeria by churches committed to non-violence.
Since its founding EIRENE Switzerland has dispatched more than 120 volunteers
to local organizations in various countries around the world. Today an average of
10 volunteers are deployed abroad each year. The number of local partner organi-
zations in the South is also 10, and these are found in four main regions: the
Great Lakes of Africa, Chad, Haiti and Nicaragua.

EIRENE Switzerland supports the peacebuilding initiatives of its partners, inclu-
ding the Geneva peace initiative network in the Great Lakes region, which brings
together opinion leaders from the entire region in the context of concrete peace-
building and reconciliation projects. 16.09.2008

Spotlight on CAUX-Initiatives of Change
The Foundation CAUX-Initiatives of Change is a non-denominational and political-
ly independent registered charity financed by donations, which focuses on con-
flict prevention, peacebuilding, intercultural dialogue and confidence building.
The Foundation has been organizing international summer conferences at its head-
quarters in Caux above Lake Geneva for over 60 years. The topics most often
discussed are human security, conflict prevention and business ethics.

CAUX-Initiatives of Change has to its credit a number of projects that have made
significant contributions in the areas of conflict resolution, confidence building
and reconciliation. Examples include mediation between the parties to the con-
flict in Burundi and the Democratic Republic of the Congo, and campaigns on
behalf of fair elections in Kenya, Sierra Leone, Ghana and Nigeria. Other projects

mailto:martina.santschi@swisspeace.ch
mailto:jerome.strobel@eirenesuisse.ch
http://www.eirenesuisse.ch
http://www.caux.ch/de/home
http://www.caux.ch/de/home
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Caux-Initiatives of

Change

Philipp Thüler

Further information:

SUIPPCOL Coordinator

Peter Stirnimann

have included „Creators of Peace“, an initiative involving women at all levels of
society working for conflict transformation and resolution; and the „Farmers’
Dialogue“, a worldwide network of farmers devoted to sustainable agriculture.

CAUX – Initiatives of Change is part of the „Initiatives of Change International“
network, which is active in over 60 countries. The umbrella organization was
founded in 2002, at the suggestion of former ICRC President Cornelio
Sommaruga. It enjoys NGO member status with the Council of Europe and has
observer status with the United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC).

16.09.2008

Stage 3 of SUIPPCOL Peace Program in Colombia
Swiss non-governmental organizations have been implementing the SUIPPCOL
peace program aimed at strengthening Colombian civil society since the end of
the year 2001. The organizations involved at present are Caritas Switzerland
(lead agency), the Swiss Catholic Lenten Fund, the Humanitarian Service of the
Swiss Protestant Churches (HEKS/EPER), Swissaid, Amnesty International Swit-
zerland, the Switzerland-Colombia Working Group, Peace Brigades International
Switzerland, Terre des Hommes Switzerland, Bethlehem Mission Immensee and
E-CHANGER.

The Program is being coordinated with official Swiss peace efforts, based on a
multi-track approach which is hoped can help transform the internal armed con-
flict that has kept Colombia in turmoil for more than 40 years. Launched in 2000
the peace program consists of peacebuilding between the parties to the conflict
at the diplomatic level („Track 1“) together with the development of civil society
peace initiatives („Track 2“), focusing above all on SUIPPCOL.

The third stage of SUIPPCOL was launched at the beginning of 2008 following an
evaluation of the first two stages, thus ensuring continuity of the program. This
stage is due to run until 2011. Support is also provided for the network of 350
women’s organizations. „Ruta Pacifica“ documents human rights violations
against women and goes public with them. A national network of 27 local and
regional peace initiative, created with the help of SUIPPCOL, is to be reinforced
by means of seminars and the support of a professional team. One of the main
objectives is to develop further the „bottom up approach to peace“, a joint
project which attempts to involve grass roots members of the various organiza-
tions. The aim is to launch a public debate on this approach. Also new is the
promotion of young people’s peace initiatives. It is hoped that by working with
the existing partner organizations –  representing groups of indigenous peoples,
Afro-Colombians, farmers and women –  it will be possible to strengthen the
peace process in the Cauca conflict region. Also in preparation is a program for
the protection of endangered communities through the presence of international
support teams from Peace Watch Switzerland. 16.09.2008

http://kolumbien-aktuell.info/themen/KriegundFrieden/Suippcol_Portrait.pdf
mailto:philipp.thueler@caux.ch
mailto:p.stirnimann@caritas.ch
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Further information:

Fondation Hirondelle

Marco Domeniconi

Fondation Hirondelle

Federalism, Constitutionalism
and Democratic Governance in Multicultural Societies
The Institute of Federalism (IF) devoted its 20th Summer University held from 18
August to 5 September to the subject of „Federalism, Constitutionalism and
Democratic Governance in Multicultural Societies“. Forty persons from 27 diffe-
rent nations attended. The aim of the course is to make students aware of the
different forms that federalism can take, the most important institutions invol-
ved, and their potential for conflict transformation, notably in a multicultural
context. In addition to Lidja Basta Fleiner, Thomas Fleiner and Cheryl Saunders of
Australia this year the teaching staff included for the first time Chinese ethnolo-
gist Haiyang Zhang, who provided new insight into research in the field of social
sciences. The workshops, conducted by three international experts with experi-
ence in Nigeria, Macedonia and South Asia - Jibrin Ibrahim, Nicole Töpperwien
and Alexander Fischer - enabled students to test the theoretical principles with
the help of case studies.

Indeed one of the strengths of an interdisciplinary international environment,
benefiting from the different backgrounds of both teachers and students, is the
ability to focus on a multicultural approach at the level of both theory and practice.
In their evaluations most of the participants said the Summer University had
benefited them both socially and academically. 05.09.2008

Hirondelle Supports Legal Establishment of CAR Radio
The Hirondelle Foundation has been working for years to transfer the manage-
ment of Radio Ndeke Luka, devoted to peace and development, to a team from
the Central African Republic (CAR), in an effort to ensure its survival, and to fulfill
one of the Foundation’s main obligations in its contract with European Union’s
delegation in Bangui. Hirondelle spent several months preparing the statutes for
the Foundation Ndeke Luka, and the future auditing and management organ for
Radio Ndeke Luka with a CAR legal expert. The statutes were submitted to the
CAR Ministry of the Interior in May, and on 1 July the CAR authorities recognized
Radio Ndeke Luka as a charitable foundation. The same document was then
submitted to the Ministry of the Economy, Planning and International Cooperati-
on so that the Foundation could also be recognized as a non-governmental orga-
nization in accordance with CAR law. The procedures are now under way and
should enable Radio Ndeke Luka to operate in the Central African Republic with
a clearly defined legal status. Foundation Hirondelle will continue to support
Ndeke Luka in the years ahead. 16.09.2008

http://www.federalism.ch
http://www.federalism.ch/index.php?page=129&lang=1
mailto:joelle.cousinou@unifr.ch
mailto:eva.schmassmann@unifr.ch
mailto:mdomeniconi@hirondelle.org
http://www.hirondelle.org/
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Information and

registration for the

next seminar

News from Swiss Government Agencies

Universal Periodic Review: Switzerland’s Country Report
The „Universal Periodic Review“ (UPR) is a new mechanism of the United Nati-
ons Human Rights Council which requires all UN member states to review the
way in which their human rights obligations are being implemented. This inter-
state process gives all member states an equal opportunity to report on their
efforts to fulfill these obligations. The UPR consists of information obtained di-
rectly from the States concerned and from civil society, plus data from reports of
the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights. The UPR is
to be seen as an instrument of cooperation between States, based on dialogue,
which helps to identify the capacity building needs of the State in question.

Switzerland’s report, which the Federal Council approved in March, was presen-
ted on 8 May in Geneva by a delegation led by the Head of the Federal Depart-
ment of Foreign Affairs (FDFA), Micheline Calmy-Rey. The 47 States which took
part in the follow-up dialogue paid tribute to the important role which Switzer-
land plays within the Human Rights Council, and acknowledged the high quality
of Switzerland’s country report. As expected their questions and observations
focused mainly on the following areas covered in the report: the situation of
foreigners in Switzerland, the new asylum law, the situation of women in the
labor market, and the lack of a national human rights authority. 15.09.2008

The Internet: an Innovative Information
Platform for Humanitarian Questions
Switzerland has supported the Harvard University Program „Humanitarian Policy
and Conflict Research“ (HPCR) since 2000. Through its activities in the areas of
research, education and consultancy the program makes an innovative contribu-
tion to the protection of the civilian population in violent conflicts. After intensive
consultations in 2002 with Switzerland and the International Committee of the
Red Cross (ICRC) the HPCR launched the „International Humanitarian Law Re-
search“ initiative in an effort to strengthen and extend International Humanitari-
an Law (IHL).

In June 2008 HPCR began organizing interactive internet seminars in which par-
ticipants follow the discussions of international experts on specific humanitarian
topics, exchange views with other users in a chat window and are able to put
questions directly to the experts. The third of these seminars was held on 29
August, the subject being „International Humanitarian Law and Human Rights:
Convergence or Divergence?“. Marco Sassoli, Professor at the University of Geneva
and Anthony Dworkin of the „Crimes of War Project“ discussed their respective
points of view on whether or not these two branches of the law can be comple-
mentary in the context of a violent conflict. More than 320 people from govern-

http://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/UPR/Pages/UPRMain.aspx
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/UPR/Pages/UPRMain.aspx
mailto:mirko.giulietti@eda.admin.ch
http://ihlforum.ning.com/
http://ihlforum.ning.com/
http://ihlforum.ning.com/
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FDFA Raffaela Schiavello

ment, NGOs, media and academia from 61 countries, including countries invol-
ved in violent conflict, participated in the online seminar. At the same time some
60 people at UN Headquarters in New York were able to follow the event on a
big screen. The questions at the center of the discussion included the application
of IHL and human rights in the context of a violent internal conflict, and the
extraterritorial application of human rights. Marco Sassoli considered the questi-
on of the detention of irregular combatants in internal conflicts, while Anthony
Dworkin focused on the applicability of human rights beyond the boundaries of
sovereign States, notably in the context of the „War on Terrorism“.

This initiative clearly demonstrates the potential of new information and commu-
nication technology and how it can help to stimulate interest in humanitarian
questions and in the work of the experts in these fields. 16.09.2008

Swiss Peacebuilding Training Course
The 9th Swiss Peacebuilding Training Course in Stans, Switzerland (31 August to
12 September) was attended by 30 people already active in peacebuilding, be it
on the policy level, in headquarters management or in missions abroad. The
participants included representatives of the Swiss Expert Pool for Civilian Peace-
building (SEP), government ministries, international organizations, non-govern-
mental organizations, training centers and research institutions, as well as field
missions in Africa, the Middle East, South-East Asia, Canada and greater Europe.
The 10th Training Course is due to take place in the autumn of 2009.

The Geneva Centre for Security Policy (GCSP) conducts the Swiss Peacebuilding
Training Course on behalf of the Swiss Federal Department of Foreign Affairs
(Political Division IV, PA IV) and in partnership with swisspeace and the Swiss
Armed Forces International Command, SWISSINT. 12.09.2008

Ministerial Conference on the „Geneva
Declaration on Armed Violence and Development“
Each year around 740,000 people are killed as a result of armed violence. The
main cause of this high number of deaths is not war. Indeed criminal violence,
crimes of passion and political violence annually account for 490,000 of the
above-mentioned total. It is estimated that the annual cost of the consequences
of armed violence is between $95 billion and $163 billion, making armed vio-
lence one of the greatest obstacles to achievement of the UN Millennium Deve-
lopment Goals. This is one of the main findings of the „Small Arms Survey“, an
independent research project of the Graduate Institute of International and Deve-
lopment Studies (IHEID) in Geneva, which was presented on 12 September at a
Ministerial Review Summit on the Geneva Declaration on Armed Violence and
Development, in Geneva.
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mailto:Claudia.Rizzo@eda.admin.ch
http://www.gcsp.ch/e/training/Short%20courses/SEP/expert_pool.htm
http://www.gcsp.ch/e/training/Short%20courses/SEP/expert_pool.htm
http://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/en/home/topics/peasec/peac/confre/sep.html
http://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/en/home/topics/peasec/peac/confre/sep.html
http://www.gcsp.ch/e/about/index.htm
http://www.vtg.admin.ch/internet/vtg/de/home/themen/einsaetze/peace.htm
mailto:nicolas.appelt@eda.admin.ch
mailto:raffaela.schiavello@eda.admin.ch
http://www.genevadeclaration.org
http://www.undp.org/cpr/
http://www.undp.org/cpr/
http://www.undp.org/cpr/
http://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/de/home/topics/peasec/peac/confre/condi.html
http://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/de/home/topics/peasec/peac/confre/condi.html
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A joint initiative of Switzerland and the United Nations Development Programme
(UNDP), the Declaration was signed by 42 States when it was launched in 2006.
The aim is to combat the negative correlation between armed conflict and deve-
lopment through an integrated approach involving cooperation between donor
countries and developing countries, civil society and governments, as well as
security and development organizations. The signatory States, which now num-
ber 94, have undertaken to strive for a „measurable decrease in armed vio-
lence“ around the world by 2015.

The Ministerial Review Summit of 12 September, was organized by the Federal
Department of Foreign Affairs (FDFA, Political Affairs Division PD IV) and by the
UNDP Bureau for Crisis Prevention and Recovery (BCPR). It was declared open
by the Head of the FDFA, Federal Councilor Micheline Calmy-Rey. No less than 86
States and around 50 representatives of international organizations and NGOs
presented concrete programs, with reference to specific problems in their own
countries, and discussed how best to achieve the goals of the Geneva Declara-
tion. 12.09.2008
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 InfoInfoInfoInfoInfo Berghof
A new article by Veronique Dudouet in the Berghof Handbook: „Nonviolent
Resistance and Conflict Transformation in Power Asymmetries“ explores the
contexts and conditions in which nonviolent resistance can contribute to suc-
cessful, sustainable conflict transformation. The article looks at the concept of
nonviolent action, its aims and methods as well as theoretical and practical
developments in the 20th and 21st centuries. Dudouet also considers the po-
tential and limits of nonviolent resistance for transforming asymmetric power
structures and encouraging democratic practices.

Akademie für Konflikttransformation
Following the creation of Peace Building Partnerships by the EU Commission in
November 2007, the Evangelische Akademie (Rheinland, Germany) in colla-
boration with the Platform for Peaceful Conflict Management has decided to
organize a study tour of the institutions of the European Union, church organi-
zations and non-governmental organizations as a basis for discussion of the
future orientation of a European security strategy. The tour is open to interes-
ted parties from the churches, organizations involved in peaceful conflict ma-
nagement, as well as persons from the fields of human rights and develop-
ment cooperation.

Information is now available on Trainings for Peace in 2009. It will be possible
to register online in the very near future. A few places are still available for the
October to December 2008 sessions.
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mailto:siro.beltrametti@eda.admin.ch
http://www.berghof-handbook.net/uploads/download/dudouet_handbook.pdf
http://www.konfliktbearbeitung.net/index.php?info=event&pres=detail&uid=947
http://afk.weitblick.info/files/va_media/nid1143.media_filename.pdf
http://www.konfliktbearbeitung.net/index.php?info=event&pres=detail&uid=947
http://www.konfliktbearbeitung.net/index.php?info=event&pres=detail&uid=947
http://www.berghof-center.org/
http://www.cdainc.com/
http://www.cdainc.com/
http://www.c-r.org/
http://www.conflict-prevention.net/
http://www.conflict-prevention.net/
http://www.eplo.org/
http://www.frient.de/
http://www.frient.de/
http://www.international-alert.org/
http://www.konfliktbearbeitung.net/
http://www.konfliktbearbeitung.net/
http://www.gtz.de/de/index.htm
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 InfoInfoInfoInfoInfo  This year’s swisspeace Annual Conference, celebrating the Foundation’s 20-
year Jubilee, is devoted to „The Politics of Peace: From Ideology to Pragma-
tism?“. The program includes important peace policy actors. The discussions
will include future subject areas and peace policy instruments, and the contri-
bution of research. The Conference is taking place 11 November on the Gur-
ten in Bern. Registration.

 Due to the great demand, the KOFF-Training session on the „Practice and
Methodology of Dialogue Facilitation“ will be repeated 8-9 January 2009.
Registration.

 There are only a few places left for the advanced training in integrative conflict
transformation being offered by the Institute for Integrative Conflict Transfor-
mation and Peacebuilding (IICP). Registrations close on 10 October 2008.

 The  Annual Conference     of Political Affairs Division IV (PD IV) Human Security
(FDFA) is devoted this year to the subject of „Conflict Mediation in Africa“.
The Conference     is being held on 14 October in the Stade de Suisse, Bern.
Registration.

 Medicus Mundi Switzerland extends an invitation to the 7th Swiss Health
Cooperation Symposium  on the following subject: „30 Years after Alma Ata:
the Future of Community Health“, 11 November in Basel. The Declaration of
Alma Ata adopted 30 years ago calls for the right to health to be recognized
as a human right. The symposium will take stock of the progress so far.

 At a „Women and Men in Conflicts“ meeting in the framework of the „16
Days of Activism against Gender Violence“ campaign expert women from
Kosovo, Algeria and Palestine will report on their projects and experiences. The
debate focuses on the influence of violent conflicts on relations between the
sexes and changing gender roles. The exchange is certain to provide new
inspiration to Swiss professionals in this field. Friday, 28 November / from
13.00h / Le Cap, Bern. Further information or Tel. 031 300 50 60.

 „Go for Peace“ offers four modules of theoretical knowledge and practical
know-how on how to improve and strengthen peace skills. The aim is to
make nonviolent conflict resolution a part of daily life. The course begins Janu-
ary 2009, with presentation of the last module in June 2009.

Events

This section gives

pointers to selected

events in Switzerland

pertaining to civil peace

building.

http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/index.php
mailto:liliana.rossier@swisspeace.ch
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/fileadmin/user_upload/pdf/KOFF/KOFF_Events/2008/KOFF_Trainings_%202008.pdf
mailto:koff@swisspeace.ch
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/index.php?fid=71&keywords=iicp&typ=fulltext&id=275
www.eda.admin.ch/eda/de/home/recent/event.html
http://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/de/home/recent/event/orform.html
http://www.medicusmundi.ch/mms/services/events/meeting20081111
http://www.cfd-ch.org/d/kampagnen/16tage_tagung.php
http://www.16tage.ch
mailto:ursula.keller@cfd-ch.org
http://www.bethlehem-mission.ch/de/romerohaus/rh_peace_d.shtml
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Further information:

SDC René Holenstein
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Key Recommendations

and Guiding Principles,

Berne 2008.

To order

Full review

by Laurent Goetschel

in the NZZ

Menschliche Sicherheit.

Globale Herausforderun-

gen und regionale

Perspektiven

New SDC Publications on Corruption and Democratization
The Governance Section of the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation
(SDC) has published two new contributions on topics that do not really receive
systematic attention at the level of international cooperation. The contribution of
Wolf Linder, André Bächtiger and Georg Lutz on the subject „Democratization,
Rule of Law and Development“ points out the fundamental importance of de-
mocratization in development cooperation, in the wider context of the rule of
law. The authors hold that democratization must be compatible with the experi-
ences and conditions in situ. The people of developing countries and those in
transition want to be able to influence political decision making process more
directly, as the authors show with a number of examples. They see the demo-
cratic participation of the people as a counterforce to corruption and maladminis-
tration.

The contribution of Blaise Bonvin „Corruption: between Perception and Victimi-
zation“ calls into question Transparency International’s classification into corrupt
and less corrupt nations. The article shows that there are significant differences
between a country’s international image, and the reality on the ground. In his
view countries are often perceived abroad as being far more corrupt than they
actually are. This can have negative consequences for the development of the
country in question, as Bonvin demonstrates. 19.09.2008

Human Security as an International Objective
Human Security means protecting individuals from danger. An anthology pub-
lished by Cornelia Ulbert and Sascha Werthes reviews the progress made in
efforts to achieve this goal over the past 15 years. The book is divided into three
sections, one dealing with normative and theoretical principles, the second with
conflicting priorities at the level of implementation, and the third with regional
perspectives. This three-fold approach makes sense, since one of the weaknes-
ses of the existing literature is precisely the failure to clearly separate theoretical
concepts from application in the field, and non-Western perspectives are often
poorly represented. It is to be regretted however that the third section of the
anthology is very much limited to an analysis of the policies of States and inter-
national organizations. 19.09.2008

mailto:rene.holenstein@deza.admin.ch
mailto:governance@deza.admin.ch
http://www.swisspeace.ch/typo3/fileadmin/user_upload/pdf/publications_by_staff/Menschliche_Sicherheit_als_Ziel_der_Staatenwelt_01.pdf
http://www.nomos-shop.de/productview.aspx?product=9865
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Web Tip
Peacebuilding Portal
The Peacebuilding Portal of the United Nations is a highly successful research
tool in the areas of conflict prevention and peacebuilding. The Portal is a project
of the UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UNDESA), funded by the
Regional Bureau of Africa of the UN Development Programme (UNDP) in collabo-
ration with the African Union. Searches can be made by theme (gender, etc.), by
country, by region or by organization type. Non-governmental organizations ac-
tive in peacebuilding can post descriptions of their projects on the site. For the
time being the focus is on reports from the African continent and Eurasia, and
the Portal is exclusively in English. Eventually additional regions will be included
and versions will be available in French and Spanish. 15.09.2008
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